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where the first factors are the cluster mass M = A m (m is the nucleon mass), the cluster's spin degeneracy over phasespace, and the fugacity with the chemical potential µ A of the cluster. The coalescence correction C A contains the quantum mechanis of coalescence and basically relates the cluster wavefunction to system inhomogeneities due to flow (for nucleons, C 1 ≡ 1.0). Flow also causes a strong correlation between momentum and spatial coordinates of a particle, which makes the effective volume V eff of the source of particles with certain momentum smaller than the overall fireball volume. In our model, V eff is only slightly dependent on transverse momentum and nearly independent of longitudinal rapidity Y , but scales with the cluster mass. Further, it is related to the HBT-parameters R and R ⊥ in the YKP-parametrization [1] :
Lastly, ∆η is the width of the spacetime rapidity distribution and T * the effective temperature of the transverse momentum distribution. T * is calculated from the freezeout temperature T and the transverse flow rapidity η f :
Note that T * is independent of cluster mass: through M/A = m only the nucleon mass enters the formula. This is in contradiction with experiments, where deuterons show much higher effective temperatures than protons (at least in the mid-rapidity region of central collisions, z.B. [4] ). This can be cured by a box profile for the transverse fireball geometry instead of a gaussian, and leads to a nonanalytic formula instead of (1) and to a different scaling in (2), e.g. A − 1 2 . A more substantial study is on its way [3] . From (1) follows a momentum-independent invariant coalescence factor B A :
A box profile for the transverse fireball geometry will result in a rise of B A with larger transverse momentum. With
V eff approximately known from HBT analysis for central Pb+Pb collisions at the SPS and C 2 ≈ C 3 ≈ 0.7 [3] , we obtain for these reactions B 2 ≈ 8 · 10 −4 GeV 2 and B 3 ≈ 4 · 10 −7 GeV 2 in reasonable agreement with experiments [4, 5] . We further consider the ratio S AA ′ of the invariant momentum spectra (1) of different cluster species at zero particle momentum P A = P A ′ = 0 (in the rest frame of the fireball). These particles are likely to come from the central collision zone. From measured antiparticle/particle ratios SĀ A the fugacity µ A /T can be determined. Since C A is only weakly dependent on flow and temperature, we can use an approximate knowledge of it to extract the freeze-out temperature T of the fireball from the ratio of different cluster spectra:
The variable κ contains the ratio of the A-depending effective volumes and the coalescence corrections:
In a purely thermal model for cluster emission, κ = 1. The later was used by NA52 to extract a freeze-out temperature from their data on minimum bias Pb+Pb collisions at 158 GeV per nucleon and resulted in substantially different temperatures from different particle ratios [5] . This contradiction no longer exists in our analysis: [5] We used slightly different chemical potentials for neutrons and protons (known fromp/p andd/d), which make the temperatures from p/d andp/d (p/t andd/t, respectively) naturally coincide. This can be justified by the initial neutron excesss in the cold Pb ion, a remainder of which may still be found in the central collision region at freeze-out.
